
CASTLE GIRLS LACROSSE ASSOCIATION
Meeting Minutes

4/15/2021

Opening:
This regular meeting of Castle Girls Lacrosse Association was called to order at 5:50pm on
by Pieter Gilmour.

Board Members Present:

Pieter Gilmour, Julie Harding, Leanne Collier, Noelle Barsumian, Dasha Daniels, Misty Eilert, Laura
Belleau, Kristin Griffin, Melissa Counts, Stacy Singleton.

Also, present for the banquet conversation, junior class parents: Melissa Nicholson, David Nicholson,
Kelsey Craig, TJ Craig, Lori LaMar, and Bridget Martin (over phone).

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Minutes approved virtually.

OLD BUSINESS:

Banquet: Conversation about the dates. There is a scheduling conflict between the date the venue
selected is available and the availability of coaching staff. Bob would not be available to attend on that
date. Reviewing alternatives (alternate dates/venue and alternate options for Bob to be included) and
will be presented for consideration - Board will talk to Bob ASAP and let the junior parents know the
decision on the date.

Senior night:
Currently scheduled for Apr 17th. Lori LaMar will bring the audio equipment. Chris B will take photos
prior to warmups.
Players in shooting shirts can get in free. Need to bring a stick for the arch. Chris will take photos of the
families and post a gallery for photo purchase. Bring chairs. Will include one senior girl from Central.
Might try to switch fields to 1.

Social Media: Adding the alumni stories to feature on social media stories. Senior highlight near
completion. Still highlighting sponsors, almost done. Shelia is looking to do a scavenger hunt with
sponsor info and taking photos in front of the business.

Band:  Will turn on admin approval for joining. And ask everyone to include name and player info.

Owner of Wings, etc. would like to highlight CGL in their restaurant. Photos, jersey, sticks, etc.

HUDL: Macy White’s mom will take over. Will talk to coaches about the value to decide if we need to
renew for next year.

Parent friendly board meeting. Will try to do this with the next meeting in May. Want to recruit new
board members for next year. Need to come up with an incentive - maybe free spirit wear of some sort a
discount on something.



Storage: Julye needs the stuff out of her garage. 6 bins of uniforms, a tub of pennies, table, boxes of
stuff. Pieter will take some of the things for now. Also, need to purchase weights for the backdrop stand.

JV and MS games:
Looking at adding some games, currently on standby for the tournament at Roncalli. Maybe down the
road we can do a tourney at Goebel.

Toyota Fundraising: looking for additional people from Toyota who can volunteer. Can be anyone we
know who donates time and can select us as the charity of choice.

Additional fundraising - car wash. Hardee’s can’t do Sunday car washes anymore and we already lost
Saturday. Any Saturday in May can work, but events every weekend. Can look at June/July and make a
whole day w/picnic and games, like a family thing. Or we can do August and promote stick skills and
registration at that time. Will continue to discuss.

By Laws - looking at updating. Kristin will talk to Todd Glass.

McAllisters - all day long, need to show the flyer (or on the phone). HS has games at North that day.
May 4th - 6-8pm Wings, Etc.

NEW BUSINESS:

Can look into getting Venmo for next year, for shirt sales, etc.

Moving some of the remaining HS practices  to Goebel.

Adjournment
Motion to adjourn at 9:05PM by Pieter. Second by Laura.


